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To COSO and PwC:

I am pleased to comment on the COSO Internal Control Integrated Framework draft for public
exposure issued in December, 2011. I believe the draft accomplishes its purpose of increasing its

relevance in the increasingly complex and global business environment so that organizations
worldwide can better design, implement, and assess internal control.
I have three major comments on the draft, which are detailed in the attached document.

Comment 1: The distinction between Risk Response (part of internal control),
the management actions to address the risk (not part of internal control), and
Control Activities (part of internal control) is not always clear.
Comment 2: The use of a residual risk approach, whereby existing controls
are identified then any additional risks are identified, should be highlighted as
an effective Risk Assessment technique.
Comment 3 – Overly stress the requirement for all seventeen Principles of
control to be applied.
I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.

Larry D. Hubbard CIA, CISA, CCSA, CPA
Larry@LHubbard.com
March 30, 2012

Comments on COSO Internal Control Framework Update
Comment 1: The distinction between Risk Response (part of internal control),
the management actions to address the risk (not part of internal control), and
Control Activities (part of internal control) is not always clear.
Para 250 makes the distinction, but could be improved by clarifying the “related
plans, programs, or other actions…” are management actions, not internal controls.

Para 251 needs additional words for clarification, as once “management has chosen
to reduce or share a risk”, then management actions to respond to the risk are
implemented, and “control activities can then be selected and developed.”

As background:
Para 246 defines Risk Response correctly, same as in COSO’s ERM framework:
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Page 51 of the prior internal control framework also makes the distinction:

The COSO ERM framework, page 43, also makes this relationship clear:

As does ERM page 61:
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In the current draft, Para 279 makes the distinction correctly:

The glossary also has the terms clearly identified:
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Comment 2: The use of a residual risk approach, whereby existing controls
are identified then any additional risks are identified, should be highlighted as
an effective Risk Assessment technique.
Para 242 establishes two types of risks to consider:

In the vast majority of business situations, effective and efficient controls already
exist. Asking evaluators or managers to perform inherent risk identification, including
likelihood and impact estimations, when there are already controls in place is
impractical. Trying to do this always results in inefficient and ineffective analysis of
risks. The risks identified are either possible non-working controls, absent controls,
impacts (not risks), or simply the opposite of the objectives. In my experience (from
reviewing hundreds of risk matrix in QAR’s, SOX efforts, ERM and internal audits)
this one technique, inherent risk identification, has caused more confusion and effort
than any other internal control tool – with no added benefit.
First identifying existing controls, then identifying any additional or remaining risks is
far more efficient and effective, in practical application, and results in full
identification of any risks that must be addressed. The question “What additional
risks could occur, despite the controls already in place?” is the most important
question in Risk Assessment, but is never asked using an inherent risk approach.
Para 249 establishes the possibility of using a residual risk approach, but the
placement in the document is after inherent risks are identified, so not as useful or
clear.

In my 20+ years of experience, this single issue (identification of inherent risks,
despite and before considering the controls already in place) has directly led to the
failure of many ERM, internal control and risk assessment workshops and efforts.
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Comment 3 – Overly stress the requirement for all seventeen Principles of
control to be applied.
The draft establishes seventeen principles within the five categories of control, as
did the COSO guidance for smaller companies in 2006. All seventeen Principles are
present in an adequately designed system of internal control, and all are operating
effectively.

In applying prior COSO publications (internal control, ERM, and small company),
many (if not most users) have utilized only one tool, a risk matrix, to document
controls. This tool typically results in the identification of a risk that precedes every
control. This linkage of risks and controls is only the Risk Assessment Component of
internal control (with additional information about management activities to respond
to risks) – not the other four Components. Use of only a Risk Matrix tool (or the Risk
Assessment and Control Activities Worksheet as called in the original COSO internal
control Tools volume) results in a partial identification of controls, not controls in all
seventeen Principles.
The current draft does not clearly portray that a matching of objectives, risks and
controls is NOT present in all seventeen Principles, and will not correct the “partial”
identification of controls many organizations now perform.
As a note, if all five Components of control are applied at an entity level, (rather than
only the Risk Assessment Component) an inherent approach to risk assessment can
work. However, as a risk matrix is the only tool used by most organizations, the
inherent risk approach is impractical and not effective. (See Comment 2).
I will be pleased to answer any questions you may have.
Larry Hubbard
+1 (301) 529-8118
Larry@LHubbard.com
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